For the twitters:
#Esug2011
Thanks for being here!
Thanks CS Edinburgh
Thanks Perdita
Thanks Niall
Non profit organization

Promotion of Smalltalk

Board: A. Plantec, S. Stinckwich, M. Denker, L. Fabresse, S. Ducasse, D. Cassou, J. Delgado

Noury Bouraqadi can rest now :)
- A great conference
- Student volunteer program (28 in 2011)
- SummerTalk projects
- Sponsoring actions
- Sponsoring scientific articles (3 in 2011)
- Sponsoring articles about Smalltalk
SummerTalk 2011

- DBXTalk
- Fuel
- SmallHarbour
- Nautilus
Summer Talks...

DrGeoII Scripting 2010
Iphone Dev 2010
Glamour 2010
Morphic 3.0 2010
SqueakOpenDBX 2009
SqueakOpenDBX 2008
Safara 2008
New Compiler for Squeak 2006
RDF Framework for Smalltalk 2006
Process based BugTracking System 2006
Sponsoring Scientific Publications

- 3 international conference papers in 2011
- 4 international conference papers in 2010
- 6 international conference papers in 2009
- 8 international conference papers in 2008
Deep into Smalltalk School

- 1st Spring International School
- 10 student travels sponsored
- A lot of FUN ;-)

[Image of balloons and confetti]

[Image of green balloon with a small banner attached to it, floating in the sky with other balloons nearby. The banner has a message on it, possibly indicating the event or a celebratory note.]
2011 Sponsoring

- Russian Smalltalk user group
- Smalltalks 2010
- Smalltalk.cat/es
- OSCD 2010
- J2ML 2010
- 1st Pharo Conference
28 Student Volunteers

Free entrance
Free hosting
This is really important!
access to Smalltalk
networking
young blood
Sponsoring accessible books

- Dynamic Web Development with Seaside...
- Squeak by Example
- Pharo by Example
- A Mentoring Course on Smalltalk
SeasideHosting

Free Seaside hosting

http://www.seasidehosting.st

Smallharbour in the Future...
SmalltalkHub
The Budget Balance

- ESUG registration fees
- Sponsors

Volunteers
Articles
Summertalk
School
Other (RSUG, CatalanGroup, Smalltalks, ...)
SmalltalkHub
ESUG 2012?

- You want to organize it?
- Talk to us
Ideas?

If you have an idea/question/suggestion to promote smalltalk, talk to us
ESUG 2011 Highlights
Wifi and coffee :) 

- xxx / xxxx
- Coffee ... follow the smell
2011

144 participants
28 student volunteers
5 free entrance
Schedule...The secret of its preparation

• At the beginning I stress
• In the middle I stress
• At the end I stress
• This year we got 10 iterations published
Insights

- 43 talks (+1)
- 2 International Workshops
- FamoosR workshop
- One tutorial: how to compile your VM
Tech Award

- 12 submissions (-3)
- Vote with “en votre âme et conscience”
Tech Award

- Send and participate next year
- Don’t censor yourself
- Be bold, be wild and cool
VisualAge Party

Monday during the Tech award demos
Show us your project

• You get 10 min of the audience to show us your cool project!
• Register with Vanessa
Social Event

• 18:00 Lord Provost’s Reception in the city Chambers
• 19:00 Follow the pipers to the National Gallery
• 19:15 Evening Meal
Social Events:
Monday 17:30  Instantiations Reception (in parallel with Innovation Award Demos).
Wednesday afternoon Royal Mile (you choose)
18:00  Lord Provost’s Reception in the City Chambers (Innovation Awards will be presented).
19:00  Follow the pipers to the National Gallery.
19:15  Evening Meal.
Questions, problems

Ask the student volunteers :)
We are looking for organizers for ESUG next year
Enjoy the conference